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There is a widening gap between what
people expect of democracy and what it has
actually turned out to be. When democracy
is limited to throwing out one bunch of out
of touch elites every few years only to let
another bunch in, when it demands more
and more regulation and scrutiny of our
lives while delivering more and more inept
and wasteful management, when it ignores
problems that concern us all such as
grooming gangs and knife crime but is so
keen to rush off to war, when we are
suspicious of every utterance of those who
represent us, then it is falling seriously
short of what is expected.
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The common purpose uniting Western
governments is to bring affluence and hide
costs. The costs are to freedom, Knowledge,
understanding, civility, education, art,
nature, the simple enjoyment of living and
finally to civilisation itself. Simple majority
democracy has failed, the majority as
individuals may deplore what is happening,
yet they show neither the will nor the
understanding to insist that democracy
takes another path.
Government by majority degenerates into
government by a minority as disillusioned
voters who feel rightly that they are
represented by no particular party drop out
The views expressed in this publication are
of voting altogether.
not necessarily those held by either The
Blackshirt, this publication’s editor, or by
Acton put it well in 1877 when he wrote
anyone else associated with the publication
“The one pervading evil of democracy is the
itself.
tyranny of the majority, or rather of that
This publication and its editor reserve the
party, not always the majority, that
right to edit any and all contents when and
succeeds by force or fraud in carrying
where considered necessary.
elections.”
All artwork, photographs and articles
remain the intellectual property of the
GARY RAIKES
original artists and photographers.
All issues of The Blackshirt may be viewed
at: www.newbritishunion.co.uk

Roll of Honour
1939 – 1945

Dennis F Burtenshaw, Flight Sergeant, RAF
VR, 156 Squadron, killed in flying operations
Berlin, age 20, Brighton British Union. 3
January 1944.

Donald S Chambers, Sergeant, RAF VR, Air
Gunner, 419 (RCAF) Squadron, age 24,
This list contains a representative
British
Union Drum Corps and Regulation 18B
number of the members of British Union
detainee. 18 June 1943.
who gave their lives in the Second World
War:
Ken Day, RAF, Volunteer Air Gunner, No. 9
Squadron, killed in action attacking the
Lionel Aitken, Squadron Leader, RAF 59
German Fleet at the mouth of the Kiel
Squadron, killed in flying operations,
Canal, age 20. Southend British Union. 4
Dunkirk. British Union “I” Squad. 7 July
September 1939.
1941.
Philip East, Lieutenant, 5th Battalion
William George Austin, Sergeant, 1st
Queen’s
Own Cameron Highlanders, killed in
Battalion King’s Royal Rifle Corps, killed in
action Tunisia, age 22. Leytonstone British
action Tunis, age 26. Liverpool British
Union. 24 April 1943.
Union. 10 May 1943.
Francis Ayres, Private, 6th Battalion Green
Howards, killed in action France, age 20.
Limehouse British Union. 25 May 1940.
Jack P L Bangs, Lieutenant, Royal Sussex
Regiment, killed in action Belgium, age 20.
Brighton British Union, 3 November 1944.

David George Fairey, RAF VR, Warrant
Officer, 212 Squadron, killed in flying
operations Cochin, India, age 23.
Leytonstone British Union. 27 June 1944.
Robert L J Fitch, DFC, Squadron Leader,
RAF VR, killed in flying ops, age 26,
Clapham British Union. 21 May 1945.

Arthur A J Brewer, Corporal, 2nd Battalion
Black Watch, killed in action Burma, age 23,
Dorset West British Union. 5 April 1944.

James Fogg, Private, 1st Battalion East
Lancashire Regiment, killed in action
Germany, age 26. British Union. 11 February
1945.
George Brocking, RAF Volunteer Air Gunner,
No. 9 Squadron, killed in action attacking
the German Fleet at the mouth of the Kiel Robert H Franklin, Squadron Leader, RAF
115 Squadron, missing on Wilhelmhaven
Canal, age 22. Clapham British Union. 4
operation,
age 28. Epping British Union. 16
September 1939.
October 1944.
Cecil G Brooker, Gunner, 90 Field Regiment
Tom Freeman-Mitford, Major, Kings Royal
Royal Artillery, died on PoW long march
Rifle Corps, killed in action Burma, age 36.
Italy, age 24. Exeter British Union and
NHQ member of British Union. 30 March
Regulation 18B Detainee. 8 March 1945.
1945.
Clement Bruning, died in a German
Concentration Camp, Cracow, Poland, age Basil Gill, Sergeant, RAF VR, killed in flying
31. British Union NHQ Speaker. 17 August operations, age 22, Leeds British Union and
Regulation 18B Detainee. 28 May 1943.
1942
Ronald Bucknell, Sergeant, RAF VR 83 John H Gillies, Warrant Officer, RAF VR, 511
Squadron, age 26. Leytonstone British
Squadron, killed in action in Berlin
Union. 30 November 1943.
operations, age 24. Croydon British Union.
15 November 1940.

Peter A J Grant, Sergeant, RAF VR, 102
Squadron, killed in action Mannheim
operation, age 22. Ealing British Union. 6
December 1944.

Libya, British Union “I” Squad. 12 June
1942.

Ernest William Raxworthy, Sergeant,
Reconnaissance Corps, R.A.C., 3rd (8th Bn.
Charles Greenwood, Captain, 8th Battalion The Royal Northumberland Fusiliers) Regt,
Parachute Regiment, Army Air Corps, killed killed in action Germany, age 25, Edmonton
in action D-Day, age 29. Acting District
British Union, 28 March 1945.
Leader Enfield British Union, 7 June 1944.
Vivian A W Rosewarne, Flight Officer, RAF,
Thomas E Hastings, RAF VR, 7 Squadron,
38 Squadron, killed in action off Dunkirk,
killed in action, age 31. Newcastle British
age 24, Wimbledon British Union, 30 May
Union. 31 March 1943.
1940.
Robert Irvine, Private, 1/5 Battalion
William Newby Thomson, Sergeant, Royal
Queens Royal (West Surrey) Regiment, killed Army Medical Corps, 7th Field Dressing
in action in France, age 21. Shoreditch
Station, killed in action Normandy, age 27.
British Union. 28 May 1940.
Liverpool British Union. 19 July 1944.
Felix R F Jones, Captain, 6th Battalion 14th Eric Alexander Raven Thomson, Sergeant,
Punjab Regiment, killed in action Malaya, Pilot, RAF VR. 149 Squadron, killed in action
age 22. Norwood British Union. 11 February
Mannheim air operation, age 20. NHQ
1942.
member of British Union. 5 August 1941.
William F Limb, Private, Royal Electrical
Michael Walsh, Sergeant, RAF VR. 156
and Mechanical Engineers, killed in action Squadron, killed in flying operations, age
France, Norwood British Union, 27 October 23. Limehouse British Union. 29 July 1942.
1944.
Geoffrey Warnes, DSO, DFC, Squadron
Richard Dennis Lucan, DFM, Pilot Officer Leader, RAF VR, 263 Squadron, missing in
RAF VR, 617 Squadron, killed in action over
operations off Guernsey, Leeds British
Kembs Dam, age 21. Leeds British Union
Union, 22 February 1944.
Cadet,. 2 October 1944.
Cyril Watson, A/B, Royal Navy, killed in
Albert D Mallinder, Corporal, 2nd Battalion
action aboard HMS Hardy off Narvik,
Queen’s Royal Regiment (West Surrey), Norway, age 21. Central Leeds British Union,
killed in action Anzio, age 28. North-East
10 April 1940.
Bethnal Green British Union, 22 February
Albert Edward White, Lieutenant, RNVR,
1944.
killed in action aboard HM Trawler Northern
John Basil Mays, Sapper, Royal Engineers,
Rover, age 36. Leicester British Union. 5
despatch rider, killed RAF Hemswell, age 25,
November 1939.
West Leeds British Union, 26 July 1940.
Frederick A W Willis, Flight Sergeant, RAF
George W ‘Jock’ Morgan, A/B, Royal Navy, VR, 75 (RNZAF) Squadron, killed in action
lost on HMS Repulse sunk off Malaysia, age Friesian Islands air operation, Streatham
23, Limehouse and North-East Bethnal
British Union. 3 March 1943.
Green British Union, Speaker’s Warrant. 10
Frederick J Yeatman, Staff Sergeant,
December 1941.
Glider Pilot Regiment, Army Air Corps, 1st
Bernard ‘Paddy’ Mullan, Lance Corporal,
Wing, killed in action Arnhem, age 28.
Corps of Military Police, killed in action
Exeter British Union, 24 September 1944.

WE WERE WARNED
- WHY DIDN’T WE
The League of St George was formed in 1974
by former members of Sir Oswald
DEFEND OUR
Mosley’s Union Movement. Like Union
Movement, the League was to dedicate
itself to Mosley’s concept of a united Europe FREEDOM IN 1984?

… Europe a Nation. The League has never
George Orwell’s novel, 1984, is a
aimed to be a political party but more of a
chilling description of the horrors of
lobby group to influence and encourage
totalitarianism. As we enter 1984 it is
established nationalist parties to embrace
time to rededicate ourselves to the
the Europe a Nation philosophy. Since its
ideals of freedom and democracy which
early days the most important job within
are under attack. In particular let us
the League’s structure is that of Overseas
keep alive national freedom which is in
Officer for it is his task to establish the
danger of being extinguished by those
links, first in Europe and later worldwide,
cosmopolitan forces which Orwell so
with like-minded Folk-Nationalists.
despised. The world of Orwell’s 1984 is
The League of St George was probably the
one where "Big Brother is watching
first British group since Mosley to
you". It is one where disagreement with
established links with other European
the official line is regarded as thoughtnationalists. Many of these contacts
crime, to be rooted out by the state
were made at the annual nationalist
thought-police. When we think of the
gathering in Diksmuide, Flanders, where in enthusiasm with which national values
the 1970s the League gave physical support are suppressed today – by the banning
to the Flemish Amnestie campaign, and
of "racist" children’s books from
took part in demonstrations with the
libraries, by the political control of
Flemish patriots, the VMO. Today, the
school curriculums, by restrictions on
League has contacts worldwide including
freedom of speech, by the exclusion of
Japan.
"incorrect views" from the mass media,
even the banning of Christian school
The League of St George is led by a
assemblies
– we can see that the world of
President, supported by an advisory League
Council. Full membership is by invitation 1984 casts a shadow over our contemporary
life. Some of our most precious
only and based on the question “what can
freedoms – the freedom to retain
you do for the League”. The League works
our national identity and national
closely with Steven Books to provide the
public with books not normally available independence and freedom of speech –
are denied to us. The power to
through mainstream outlets, on Folkdetermine our own affairs and live
culture, history and politics. A quarterly
according
to our own customs, with our
journal, League Sentinel is also published.
own people is being taken out of our
Our commitment to Europe a
hands. Real power is being transferred
Nation continues. If you want to learn
to huge super-national institutions such
more about us then please visit our Website as the Common Market (now the EU),
the International Monetary Fund and the
'age
giant multi-national companies. Ordinary
people have a feeling of powerlessness,
a feeling that their destinies lie in the

hands of small remote groups over
whom they have no control. Why cannot
the public see, that by accepting a
party system of voting, they are putting
us under the control of an impenetrable
political elite that does not represent them.
George Orwell’s hero in the book 1984
confronted with the "Big Brother" state,
declared that "If there is hope it lies
with the proles." It was a declaration
of faith in the ordinary working people. In the interbellum era, the CUF published a
If national freedom is to be preserved monthly journal which was sold for 5 cents.
then it is the ordinary people who
This was printed in Toronto for the
must take back responsibility from the numerous branches. Its masthead was a sort
small groups of faceless men. They must
of play on German runes.
declare that they will not tolerate the
creation of a "thought-crime" to shackle Volume 1, No. 4 contained the platform of
the CUF which was basically the same as the
and intimidate those who embrace
national ideals and traditional values. BUF but with only minor Canadian related
changes.
With your help we can keep alive the
flame of national freedom, regaining our
Under the heading “WHERE STANDS
strength and our faith in ourselves as a
FASCISM” the platform was set out in
nation until that happy time when
numbered entries which have been
power is taken back from the Big
abbridged below:
Brothers of this world. You cannot
expect help from any MP, MEP or 1.TThe Establishment of the Corporate State in
Canada
councillor – they had to sell us out to
gain their "politically correct" position. All industries will be formed into Guilds or
We have to make our own break to
Corporations governed by the workers and
freedom. Reproduced from the front
the employers.
page article of the British Free Press
Guaranteed Employment
dated Winter 1983/4 If only the public
would read articles like this instead of the Dealt with living wages, increased pensions
tabloid press that work for the thought and guaranteed each person who could work
would have a job.
police. No one allows criminals to be
their own judge or place themselves
National Organization and Closer Coabove the law. Yet we have allowed operation with Great Britain and the Empire
politically active, Zionist Jews to do
This would see Canada internally selfjust this by introducing the law of
"anti-Semitism". One may ask how these sufficient and the Empire internally selfsufficient.
separatist people, who claim to be a
victimised minority managed to have
Leadership and Representation by
sufficient control over our government
Occupation
to have this monstrous piece of
The Senate was to be abolished and voting
legislation introduced into law. The
for the House of Commons would be on an
majority of Semites in the world are
occupational basis not a geographical
Arabs and not one of them has
franchise as heretofore.
complained of anti-Semitism. Yet the
majority of those claiming to be Jews
National Unity and Cancellataion of
are not Semites but members of the
Provincial Governments
Ashkenazi tribe
Provinces and Territories would be abolished

THE CANADIAN
UNION OF FASCISTS
JOURNAL

in order to make the central government
responsible for bringing the entire Canadian
people together without divisions between
them.
Restoration of Agriculture through Organization

Red and Grey
Squirrels.

There had been many crop failures during
the Great Depression and both the BUF and Squirrels belong to the Rodent family, and
the Red Squirrel is the only native squirrel
the CUF stood with the farmers in the
of Britain. The Grey Squirrel is a native of
restoration of that industry.
Eastern North America, and in 1870 these
squirrels were introduced to Cheshire
(Henbury) and then to 28 more sites across
Abolition of Private Monopolies
the country.
Where monopolies were needed for
efficiency, they would be state controlled. They spread quickly, forcing the reds into
Financial Reform
The plan was to liberate the country from
the usury and depredations of the
International Jewish financiers. The Gold
Standard was to be abandoned in favour of
money representing production rather than
gold
Selective Immigration Policy

retreat. No one is sure why this happened,
as there is nothing to suggest that greys
breed faster than reds. Some suggest that
greys are carriers of diseases that affect
only reds. The Parapox virus affects red
squirrels a little like Myxomatosis affects
rabbits. It dates as far back as 1227, but
again there is nothing to suggest a peak of
this in the presence of greys. Perhaps the
greys are better at competing for food and
space.

Immigration was to be limited to the white
races. Physical and mental standards would
be instituted to build the quality of white A record of squirrel sightings in Norfolk was
European immigrants and the Canadian kept between 1960 and 1981. To start with,
people.
there were no greys until 1964; but in less
than twenty years the reds were almost all
A Practical Peace Policy
replaced by greys. The slow takeover,
Canada would not enter another war for though, pointed out that, rather than there
Bolshevism or alien finance. Canadians
being a direct conflict between the two, it
would defend the Dominion if needed.
was a slow ecological development. The
removal
of greys on Anglesey has allowed
The journal included politically astute
the reds to breed and their young to
cartoons, reports on the Japanese, which at
survive,
making it clear that it is the
that time, were becoming a non-Canadian
presence of greys that causes a real
problem and a potential fifth column.
problem for the reds.
If you examine the BUF policies of the era,
To conclude, what these two important
they are very similar. Mosley’s “Britian
stories tell us is that if any form of life - be
First” and his anti-war stance are fully
it plant or animal - is removed from its
echoed in the CUF platform.
native environment (or natural habitat) and
David Clarke
placed in an alien one it will not respect
that environment nor will that environment
respect it!
In comparison, given that we humans are
just as much a part of nature as any plant or
animal, humans are therefore not above the
laws of nature. We have spent ages and

generations adapting to the environment
around us to the extent that we work with
it; we have a relationship with it - as do
other peoples of the world - each in its own
particular way. Our behavioural patterns
emerging from this development help
uniquely to shape our societies.
So the displacement of millions from one
part of the world to another is no more
beneficial an experiment than trying to mix
African killer bees with European honey
bees, and the consequence of sharing with
foreigners what is ours in our own territory
will be likely to be similar to the plight of
the Red Squirrels.
Look at how Immigrants have been unable
to warm to British Society, forcing them to
group together and build communities of
their own in our towns and cities whilst
driving the alienated British folk away - just
as has been done to the Red Squirrels.
We need the natives of every environment
to do their bit for themselves and for each
other. Most of all, we need them actually to
be there in their own native environments to preserve the balance of nature.
JOHN MURPHY (NATIONAL FRONT)

Fighting Back –
Resisting MultiCulturalism and
the ‘Great
Replacement’
The British way of life is under attack as
never before; illegal immigration by cross
Channel migrants are reaching even higher
levels than last year. ‘Black Lives Matter’
protests are seeking to force a Marxist
agenda on British politics. Non-white faces
are over represented in advertising, the
news media, sport and entertainment. The
White British must wake up and resist
because soon it will be too late.
Getting the Word out on British streets
while we still have a voice Britain is being
colonised – British values, British traditions,
British culture, the indigenous British ‘Folk’
are being marginalised, entire districts are
no longer White British and in London the
White British are the minority population.
In 2020 there are 48,000 illegal immigrants
officially listed as being in the UK, but how
many more are here and not on official
figures?
Britain is being colonised and the invasion of
Britain by non-white, non-Europeans
continues every day, every week, every
month.
This cannot continue.
BRITISH MOVEMENT

TRUTH, HONESTY AND LOGIC IS

CHAPTER 3 PART
10
FIRST PARTY MEMBERSHIP BADGE 1932 1934
The first B.U.F. membership badge was a
simple fasces in gilded brass or for officer's
in silver. It was often confused as being an
Italian Fascist badge and so a second
Note the crude casting, visible sand
enamel pin was created that had a fasces in inclusions and incorrect pin attachment - a
the centre of an enamel British flag which very poor attempt at forgery being sold as
came with a soldered pin on the back or a an original. This casting appears to be taken
buttonhole horseshoe fitting. The first type
from an original and was being sold for
pin had no party membership number on the
₤100.00 sterling in late 2017.
back.
TYPE 2 B.U.F. BADGE 1934 - 1936

Fasces height - 30 - 31 mm, width - 12 mm
Roden London maker.
CRUDE SANDCAST REPRODUCTION

Above left is the soldered pin type while in
the middle is the type with a buttonhole
attachment. Right-most is one with a silver
fasces. All types have maker's names:
regularly they are L.O. LEWIS (BADGES) Ltd.
BIRMINGHAM, or BRITISH MADE
RODEN.LONDON and rarely BRITISH MADE
MILLER BRANSTON St. Bham. The fasces is
gilded on the majority of badges.
Type 2 dimensions: Centre height - 19 mm,
Top - 16 mm, Side - 14 mm, Height with pin

42-51 mm. Note the lion's head above the
top of the axe blade. Reproductions will
generally not have flat enamel surfaces but
rather have irregular enamel fields because
the badge was usually not hand finished,
unlike the originals. Also when fired the
enamel shrank away from the surface of the
badge.
A third B.U.F. Type 2 badge made in Italy by
Paccaganini in Milan, has the peak of the
badge at the top and an Italianate fasces. It
was likely made for British and Italian
members of the BUF in Italy.1

Early tin type
centre 7mm pin
with spring catch
cntr.
Above are two examples
of the back of Roden
produced badges.
FLASH AND CIRCLE PINS AND BADGES
Flash and circle pins come in many
variations and from many periods. As such
they cannot usually be dated or associated
with any of Mosley's political parties from
1932 through to the 1970's. They can be tiny
at 7 mm, up to 20 mm in diametre. They
can come with a buttonhole horseshoe
fitting or soldered long pin or a brooch pin
with clutch. The badge represents action
within unity.

1Mosley's Men in Black. By John Millican. Published 2005
by Brockingday Publications. Page 85.

12mm pin black
horseshoe
issued before blue
buttonhole

The above jewelled brooch was available
from 1935 and was made by the B.U.F.
jeweller Tom Nobbs, for women B.U.F.
supporters to wear on civilian clothes. It
consisted of paste diamonds set in a hollow
frame with a brooch clutch on the back.
The flash and circle design was created by They are all serial numbered. The above
Eric Hamilton-Piercy (Chief of the Defence example has number 843. The flash centre
Force) and adopted by John Becket and
is riveted to a base planchet with a wide
used on the Action newspaper banner which raised edge. The rivets hold the centre to
he edited for the party.
the planchet and the pin and hook or a
metal base with the long pin soldered to it.
Reproductions of both the small voided flash These were supposedly made about 1943
and circle pin and the enamel flash and
which rules out the B.U.F. but perhaps not
circle pin with a blue interior are still being
the Mosleyite fascist book clubs.
produced for the New British Union but have
a butterfly clutch instead of a pin or
B.U.F. MAN'S STERLING SILVER RING
horseshoe fitting.
OTHER FLASH AND CIRCLE ITEMS
The circle and flash badge shown below
measures approximately 22 mm in diameter
with yellow embroidery on black wool. This
is the badge for the wedge cap.

CLOTH AND RANK BADGES

A very crudely produced flash and circle pin
marked "Roden London" also turns up.
However, although there are numerous of
these pins, no-one knows if they are real or
fakes. They came with either a brooch
fitting or a long pin.
FRONT

BACK
Above is a photograph of Sir Oswald Mosley
(The Leader) and Mary Richardson the short
lived head of the B.U.F. Womens Section.

She had been a leading suffragette when
she left the B.F. and joined the B.U.F. In
the photograph, you can see the black
beret with its women's insignia and her
rank badge on the left of her tunic. "Born
a Canadian, Richardson was notorious for
having used an small butcher's meat clever
to slash a Velasquez painting 'The Rokeby
Venus' in the National Gallery in London,
in March 1914, to protest the lack of
enfranchisement for women (see picture
Appendix A). She joined the BUF in 1934.
She was replaced by Anne BrockGriggs`(South) and Olga Shore (North).
EARL'S COURT EXHIBITION HALL RALLY
POSTER

OTHER INSIGNIA

The above brown celluloid tin button
measures 32 mm in diametre. "The British
Union, 16 July,1939, Earl's Court Rally,
London, was said at the time, to be the
largest indoor political meeting ever held in
the world. The hall was divided into six
sections and each area was allotted a
colour: red, white, blue, green, brown and
yellow, with 500 appointed Stewards
stationed in a section and wearing a
corresponding coloured badge."2 There were
about 20,000 people there to listen to
Mosley's call for peace a few weeks before
the start of the Second World War. B.U.F.
membership was 22,500 at the time of this
rally.
EARL'S COURT RALLY

THE PODIUM

2Sally Bosley's Badge Shop. Consulted 17/06/2017.

ON THE FLOOR AND IN THE GALLERIES
Earl's Court was decorated with banners
such as: "UNITE FOR PEACE AND PEOPLE",
"FIGHT TO LIVE AND LIVE TO FIGHT" and
"MIND BRITAIN'S BUSINESS". There were a
number of very large flash and circle flags
and a huge British flag behind Mosley on the
podium. "Mosley was preceded into the hall
by the British Union London Drum Corps, the
men's fyfe and drum corps, 60 Honour
Standard bearers, the Women’s Drum Corps
and the massed standards (flags) of the
EARL'S COURT EXHIBITION HALL FROM THE
Movement’s industrial groups and local
FAR END
branches."
DESCRIPTION OF EARL'S COURT OPENING3

VIEW OF THE UPPER LEVELS

"It was, needless to say, the most
spectacular political meeting I ever
attended. There had been a
rehearsal in the afternoon, Sunday
July 16th, but it didn’t have any
particular impact, since the hall was
more or less empty except for a
small number of stewards. The
whole orchestration of the meeting
was in the hands of John Hone,
which is not generally realised.
I was positioned in the top gallery,
and the atmosphere of the evening,
as the time of the meeting
approached, was intense.
Proceedings opened with a fanfare
3Blackshirts and Roses. By John Charnley.
Brockingday Publications, U.K., 1990, Pages 76 & 77.

of trumpets, followed by the
pageantry of the British Union Drum
Corps leading the massed flags and
Honour Standards of hundreds of
branches.
It was a huge hall, with a vast
audience, most of whom were
anti-war even if they were not all
pro-Mosley. The people began to
stand up and cheer. The cry
“Mosley... Mosley... Mosley...
Mosley” echoed down the hall,
rising up to the balcony in an everincreasing crescendo of sound.

waves of applause."4
B.U.F. SUPPORTER'S FLAG PIN

Dimensions: Height - 17 mm, Width - 20
mm, Length with pin 62 mm.

The suddenly the whole audience
Advertised in the "Action" newspaper on
was on its feet. They clapped, they
June 18, 1938, this pin was obtainable from
roared, they cheered. And Mosley
the British Union Bookshops" or direct from
hadn’t even arrived! When the
"Abbey Supplies Ltd, 14 Gt. Smith St., S.W.I"
standards stations were taken up at
at the price of "6d (pence) each". These pins
the front of the hall, there was
were cheaply made and sold to raise money
absolute silence. The roll of drums
for the B.U.F. They were available after
and a searchlight drawn down the
1935 and were also sold at the Earl's Court
centre of the hall, and in the far
Rally in 1939. A similar flag buckle was used
distance you could see the figure in
in the Youth Movement of the B.U.F.
black.
The uniform had been abolished,
B.U.F. YOUTH SPORTS BUCKLE and WOMEN'S
but there stood Mosley in a dark
SECTION BUCKLE
suit, black shirt and tie. He marched
down the centre aisle unescorted,
and as he did so the cheers began to
rise, developing and expanding until
I thought the roof would come
down! This was the man upon whom
we had pinned our hopes, the man
who could save our country and
Empire, and lift our people from
poverty and demoralisation to ever
greater heights!
He made his way towards the most
unusual plinth upon which he was to
speak, a sort of boom projecting
into the auditorium. The people
were shouting and cheering, and
just going mad. He raised his hand,
and slowly...silence. Then he began.
I think it was the finest speech he
4Blackshirts and Roses. By John Charnley.
ever delivered. At many points he
Brockingday Publications, U.K., 1990, Pages 76 & 77.
had to stop speaking because of the

BOOK REVIEW
The Alternative
£14.00
The publication of The Alternative not only
marked the inauguration of Union
Movement, Oswald Mosley’s post-War
political party, but the launch of his master
concept of ‘Europe a Nation’ that remained
the enduring theme of the rest of his life.
Mosley’s vision of a United Europe stretching
from the Urals to the Atlantic, had little in
common with the present European Union,
essentially, Mosley wanted Europe to speak
with one voice on what mattered – defence,
foreign affairs and economic policy – whilst
leaving all other matters to national
governments. In this way, the cultural
integrity of Europe would be maintained
whilst allowing the new Europe to become
the pre-eminent world order.
In The Alternative Mosley warns of the
“barbarians of the Modern Age” named –
Mob and Money, both of which meant the
destruction of European values and
civilisation. Mosley also discusses his ideas
for the development of science, and art,
and the calls for the emergence of a new
type of political leader: the Thought-Deed
Man, or Soldier Poet, who could both think
and act.
He concludes the book with his greatest
contribution to philosophy in which he
interprets the meaning of life expressed in
his Doctrine of Higher Forms. Oswald Mosley
considered The Alternative to be the
magnum opus of his writings. It was also his
message to posterity, and one that provides
a philosophical foundation for future
generations of Europeans.

140mm x 216 mm – Gloss Laminated – 30
Pages

WHITE FLIGHT

British National Party bookshop riots in
Welling in 1993.

She sighed in utter exasperation. Just like
the wind blowing through the swaying
branches of the creaking yew tree behind
her. A small hand wrapped protectively
around the shoulder of her skinny, gingham
clad nine-year-old daughter. Saying she
wanted to relocate, leave the city and start
a new life.

These bellwether events, being rapidly
followed by the election of a whole caucus
of Black MPs from majority black
constituencies, Asian councillors assuming
office in predominantly Muslim areas and
the nomination of Sadiq Khan as Mayor of
London are all indicators of what future
generations can expect when Whites
become a minority.

She used words like peaceful, clean and
quiet but never quite succeeded in
camouflaging the real reason for wanting to
uproot her family from the multicultural
metropolis she had once called home. Her
distinctive accent indicating that it was the
only place she had ever known. A
conurbation now characterised by rampant
ethnic crime, rowdy ‘yoof’ vulgarity, low
educational attainment, Colonel Sanders
bucket meals, cannabis, ketamine and
amphetamines.

A future where uniformed Black Lives
Matter militia parading on London’s streets
becomes normal and the London Assembly
commences it campaign to erase so-called
racist White artwork and statues from the
public realm in its headlong rush to build a
Holocaust memorial on the banks of the
Thames and diversify our street names and
buildings to better reflect London’s
increasingly multicultural population.

No wonder the young woman with whom I
Yet another location where the babel of was talking was fretting over her daughter’s
competing languages was drowning out the upbringing. Saying “she felt more at home
native dialects that once reverberated amongst gravestones carved with names like
around the street markets of our inner- Price, Thomas and Williams” rather than the
cities, over the lush lawns of prosperous minarets of the East London Mosque. I could
middle-class suburbs and in the snug bars of fully understand her alienation as she stood
our Tudor pubs in provincial market towns. side by side with mothers wrapped in black
burqas queuing outside the school gates and
My memory replaying, even as she spoke to her disgust at having little option but to buy
me, the apocryphal YouTube footage of a groceries in musty corner shops selling halal
White girl being savagely beaten on the
meat.
London underground, a gaggle of black
Even as I sensed her lips were poised to
schoolchildren grinning inanely at a BBC
confess
her main motivation, her mobile
camera crew filming in a Plumstead class
room and a frustrated woman in Croydon rang to confirm the offer she had made on a
small worker’s cottage adjacent to the
insisting a group of non-Whites “Go back to
where you come from!”, being told “It isn’t lychgate of the 13th century church where
we now stood talking together had been
your country anyway.”
accepted. A strawberry smile sliding across
For, on top of the massive demographic her freckled face when heartily relieved she
insurgency of Third World under-achievers
announced her success. So I have a new
into Britain, aided and abetted by globalist neighbour, a genuine refugee fleeing west.
cartels and collaborationist Westminster
Another survivor who I hope will soon join
governments for decades, we have also
the ranks of those who plan to take our
witnessed the anti-National Front Battle of
country back.
Lewisham in 1977, the Pakistani Southall
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riots of 1979, the Afro Caribbean riots in
ALTERNATIVE)
Brixton in 1981, the landmark case of
Stephen Lawrence and the violent anti-

